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Abstract.  	
DfAnalyzer is a tool for monitoring, debugging, and analyzing dataflows generated by Computational Science and 
Engineering (CSE) applications. It collects strategic raw data, registering provenance data, and enabling query 
processing, all asynchronously and at runtime. DfAnalyzer provides lightweight dataflow components to be invoked 
by CSE applications using High-Performance Computing (HPC), in the same way computational scientists plug HPC 
(e.g., PETSc) and visualization (e.g., ParaView) libraries. We show DfAnalyzer's main functionalities and how to 
analyze dataflows in CSE applications at runtime. The performance evaluation of CSE executions for a complex 
multiphysics application shows that DfAnalyzer has negligible time overhead on the total elapsed time.	
Keywords: 	
Computational Science and Engineering (CSE); dataflow; provenance; computational applications; data analysis	
1. Motivation and Significance 

Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) applications rely on complex mathematical models that solve 
problems typically requiring High-Performance Computing (HPC) [1]. They can be found in biology, chemistry, 
geology, several engineering areas, etc. They have the exploratory nature of scientific applications, with large-scale 
executions that can last for a long time, even using HPC. The software ecosystem for developing these applications 
involves much more than writing scripts or invoking a chain of legacy scientific codes. Computational scientists 
develop simulation codes that invoke components of CSE frameworks and libraries. For example, components are 
invoked to provide: (i) support for Partial Differential Equation (PDE) discretization methods in libraries like libMesh, 
FEniCS, MOOSE, deal.II, GREENS, OpenFOAM; (ii) algorithms for solving numerical problems with parallel 
computations, in libraries like PETSc, LAPACK, SLEPc; (iii) runtime visualization, like ParaView Catalyst, VisIt, SENSEI; 
(iv) parallel graph partitioning, like ParMetis, Scotch; and (v) I/O data management like ADIOS.  

Several parameters have to be set to invoke library components from these frameworks. Often, these parameters 
are difficult to preset, and thus need monitoring and debugging capabilities for runtime fine-tuning. Computational 
scientists often use in situ visualization techniques to provide information to help control simulations [2]. By 
observing a specific pattern, an experienced interpreter can infer that something is not going well in the simulation, 
deciding to stop it or change parameters, preferably at runtime, resuming or adapting the simulation. However, to 
do that, the visualization should be complemented with information regarding the evolution of quantities of interest 
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(QoI), such as residual norms, number of linear and nonlinear iterations, often within a specific time window, not 
just the current values. To obtain this information, even the experienced interpreter has difficulty in identifying the 
files related to the time window, opening and parsing them to obtain specific values, filtering, aggregating and 
tracking their evolution.  

DfAnalyzer addresses the problem of generating simulation data for runtime analysis by integrating in situ 
visualization data with raw data capture in large-scale parallel CSE applications. One of the challenges is to track data 
evolution because raw data files are distributed and have implicit data relationships in their file contents.  DfAnalyzer 
identifies these data relationships as a dataflow [3]. This dataflow is the representation of data resulting from the 
composition of the CSE application programs that execute data transformations. Each data transformation consumes 
data from one (or more) dataset(s) as input and produces data in one (or more) dataset(s) as output. Each dataset 
is composed of a set of data elements. Two data transformations can present a data dependency with relation to a 
dataset, when the data elements are produced by one data transformation and consumed by another. Another 
challenge is to preserve the autonomy of the CSE execution control code and not compete with resources allocated 
for running the CSE applications. The main performance challenge is related to capturing data suitable for runtime 
analysis that does not interfere with CSE execution control and data management. This data capture has to address 
data modeling, representation, loading, storage, monitoring and steering, while avoiding replicating file contents 
and keeping the autonomy of binary files like in HDF5 or other formats. 

DfAnalyzer is a lightweight tool for runtime collection, management, monitoring, and analysis of distributed 
provenance data generated by CSE applications in HPC environments. It uses provenance data [4] to help registering 
parameter choices and associating them with intermediate data and results. Provenance enables the traceability 
and reproducibility of CSE applications and improves data analysis and adaptation at runtime [5]. The main 
contribution of DfAnalyzer is to provide dataflow extraction [6], with negligible overhead, as an integrated view of 
QoI with generation traces based on the W3C PROV standard provenance data representation. DfAnalyzer follows a 
PROV-compliant data model, for representing relationships between datasets manipulated by computational 
models, which is agnostic concerning the scientific application domain. DfAnalyzer innovates by extracting and 
relating raw data (e.g., QoI) from heterogeneous distributed files at runtime. It accesses strategic domain data 
associated to these files using in situ and in transit raw data extraction approaches. It stores dataflow provenance 
associated to extracted raw data all in a columnar database, which acts as a global map of the CSE application raw 
data while the application executes. This dataflow map allows for monitoring queries like what is the average error 
estimate calculated in all iterations so far. User steering actions with DfAnalyzer are discussed in [7] with a fluid 
dynamics application built with libMesh [8], in a Python script [9] with FEnICS [10], and in [3] with Spark in a simple 
business application. 

DfAnalyzer is used with the following methodology [9]. Initially the user (CSE application developer) interacts with a 
database expert to help on the modeling of the raw data that should be extracted. The user identifies data items to 
be tracked and how they relate to other data along their lineage within the CSE code. The database specialist models 
the data transformation chain using W3C PROV activities and entities with extensions for the raw data items, QoI 
and parameters. The result of this data modeling is then mapped to a provenance database. The participation of the 
user in this data modeling saves a lot of time during data analyses and helps on query formulations. The user 
selectively chooses only application data of interest to be registered, providing a coarse-grain relevant provenance 
data and selected raw data. Then, DfAnalyzer library calls are inserted in the CSE application as input, output, task 
and output followed by an extracted data call. DfAnalyzer has a set of RESTful services (and libraries on C++, Python, 
and Java) to help plugging the calls into the CSE applications. The components that are invoked capture data 
asynchronously during CSE application execution. They send all insert/update requests to a columnar database 
system that runs in computing nodes that are different from the CSE application. 
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There are three main approaches to provide runtime data analysis for CSE applications. Unlike DfAnalyzer, they all 
fail at either preserving the autonomy of the CSE execution control code or competing with resources allocated for 
running the CSE applications. The first approach is the class of HPC workflow systems [11]. Workflow systems collect 
provenance data at runtime, but they must be in control of the execution flow and data transfer. This is in conflict 
with CSE applications, since they call typical libraries for solving numerical problems with parallel execution control, 
often with parallel visualizations. Provenance data management systems like noWorkflow [12] and PROV-Template 
[13] do preserve the autonomy of CSE execution control, but they compete with computing resources, thus 
producing a high overhead and do not run in HPC. The third approach provides for data analysis independent from 
the CSE application, i.e. unlike workflow systems, the same CSE code can run with or without the data analyzer. This 
is the most similar approach to DfAnalyzer, with solutions like Spade [14]  and ADIOS [15]. However, they have 
limited data analysis, because they do not help on extracting raw data or providing a dataflow view with provenance 
data. Approaches like FastBit [16] and PostgresRaw [17] are helpful for accessing and extracting raw data from 
heterogeneous files, but they operate in post-processing mode and thus are not aware of the implicit dataflow 
between raw data files, being complementary to DfAnalyzer. We know of no other solution for dataflow analysis at 
runtime. In [18], we present the main open issues for the exploratory runtime scientific data analysis scenarios. 
DfAnalyzer’s user steering support contributes to the process of scientific discovery and explainability by 
automatically adding provenance, context and relationships to scientific data native formats.  

2. Software Description 

DfAnalyzer assumes that the CSE programs are white or gray boxes, and works as a data profiling tool, similarly to 
code profilers. DfA-lib is the library invoked by DfAnalyzer calls. As the CSE application executes, DfA-lib extracts raw 
data and captures provenance data, at key points of the application, to map the dataflows. DfAnalyzer has a 
component-based architecture [6], which allows registering plug-ins for raw data extraction and indexing. As in 
software engineering, a plug-in refers to the extension of a component behavior or actions so that users can reuse 
these plug-ins to minimize efforts of developing CSE application data analyses.  

2.1. Software Architecture 

The DfAnalyzer architecture has three layers (Figure 1): 
• Storage, which accesses its database and raw data from files manipulated by the application;  
• Dataflow, which presents the main components for capturing provenance and raw data, and for registering 

the dataflow implicit in the application; and 
• Data Analysis, which provides graphical interfaces to ease dataflow monitoring and querying. 

The Storage layer has the database containing selected raw data and the id of binary files consumed and generated 
by the application as a provenance dataflow. Execution data related to provenance data are also captured. The 
database stores both raw data extracted from files and the references to these files, which are registered as pointers 
(e.g., URIs or file paths). 

The Dataflow layer has four components: Provenance Data Extractor (PDE), Raw Data Extractor (RDE), Raw Data 
Indexer (RDI), and Query Interface (QI). PDE captures provenance and domain data, RDE invokes ad-hoc programs to 
extract raw data from files, and RDI applies indexing techniques to minimize the data loading cost in DfAnalyzer’s 
database and improve the performance of query processing on scientific data. QI translates query requests 
generated by the Query Dashboard, according to the user interactions, to a database query specification. This query 
runs on DfAnalyzer’s database system (currently MonetDB), accessing when necessary, the file contents. 

The Data Analysis layer works as a dashboard with Dataflow Viewer (DfViewer) and Query Dashboard (QD). QD 
provides raw data analysis interacting with QI and presenting the query results in text tables. DfViewer presents a 
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graphical dataflow specification based on the execution of the CSE application. This dashboard shows data 
transformations, datasets, attributes, and data dependencies of each dataflow specification stored in the database.  

  

Figure 1. DfAnalyzer architecture. 

The gray and black dotted arrows in Figure 1 represent offline and online operations. Offline operations correspond 
to the dataflow modeling steps based on the inclusion of DfAnalyzer library calls specifying points of provenance 
capture and raw data extraction/indexing in CSE applications. Thus, these operations take place before the execution 
starts. Meanwhile, online operations are associated to the provenance capture, raw data extraction/indexing, and 
query processing executed by DfAnalyzer’s components at runtime.  

2.2. Software Functionalities  

DfAnalyzer has two components for raw data extraction and indexing, and a RESTful web application that receives 
different kinds of HTTP requests from CSE applications or web browsers. DfAnalyzer implements plug-ins on the RDE 
and RDI components for raw data extraction and indexing, respectively. Furthermore, HTTP requests trigger RESTful 
services for capturing provenance data and running queries, which involve the following components of DfAnalyzer: 
DfViewer, QD, PDE, and QI. Figure 2 presents an overview of this design and the following subsections describe the 
implementation of each component. 
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Figure 2. Design of DfAnalyzer’s implementation considering RESTful services and raw data extraction/indexing components. 

RDE and RDI components are responsible to run ad-hoc programs and third-party tools for accessing, parsing, 
tokenizing, extracting, and, occasionally, indexing relevant contents from data sources, such as raw data files. Each 
algorithm or solution for raw data extraction or indexing is implemented respectively as a plug-in in RDE or RDI. RDE 
presents the PROGRAM plug-in that accesses the relevant contents of raw data files by invoking ad-hoc programs 
developed by the user, while the CSV plug-in extracts data from CSV files.  

DfA-lib calls, inside the CSE application code, send HTTP requests to the Service Controller with a POST method using 
DfAnalyzer’s RESTful web application. There are two body types in these HTTP requests, with prospective and 
retrospective provenance data [19]. A request body with prospective provenance data contains information about 
the dataflow structure of an application and, consequently, it represents a mapping to the dataflow concepts [18]. 
By contrast, a request body with retrospective provenance data corresponds to the execution and raw data 
generated/extracted by the application at runtime.  

More specifically, once the Service Controller receives HTTP requests for provenance capture, it translates them and 
creates a service for each request. In this case, a service is created for provenance and raw data loading. Then, it is 
queued in the Service Handler and waits until all previous services are processed by this handler. To run the analytical 
queries, a service is created by the Service Handler for submitting and running queries on the database using the QI 
component.  

3. Illustrative Examples 

Figure 3 shows a fragment of the FEniCS Python code for solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation, a mathematical model 
from material science. The Cahn-Hilliard equation leads to a prototype of a transient nonlinear multi-physics code.  
Several parameters have to be set to invoke these components, which are very difficult to preset and need 
monitoring for runtime fine-tuning. Provenance data can help in registering parameter choices with the results. Thus, 
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associating them as a dataflow, as in Figure 3(a), can improve both runtime data analysis and fine-tuning. The 
corresponding dataflow is extracted by inserting DfA-lib calls on the Python script, as shown in Figure 3(b).  

 
Figure 3. Finite element solution of Cahn-Hilliard equation with FEniCS- (a) dataflow and (b) code with library calls in colors. 

The DfA-lib calls (input, output, task, and extracted data) register, as a dataflow, mesh information, variational 
model, solver parameters (as solver tolerances, number of iterations and residual norms) and visualization. Relating 
these data allows for filtering and directly accessing them. The dataflow is extracted and inserted in the DBMS while 
the user can steer the execution with queries like “for all converged steps, show the number of iterations, the 
corresponding residual norms, and the output visualization”. With this query result, the user can fine-tune in 
runtime, the nonlinear solver tolerance to speed-up the simulation without compromising its accuracy.  

In [7], DfAnalyzer is used in a real CSE application, built with libMesh, for the finite element parallel adaptive mesh 
refinement/coarsening simulation of turbidity currents. DfAnalyzer gathered QoI (residual norms, number of linear 
and nonlinear iterations); extracted data in memory using ParaView Catalyst, such as velocity, pressure and sediment 
concentration; gathered provenance data; and relating these simulation data from different files in its database. 
Users observed intermediate data at different points in time, complemented by visualization files to see if the 
simulation had already all relevant results and could resume or needed more time. If the decision is to continue, 
they need to reset the maximum time interval, which is also registered in the database. Examples of queries 
submitted during this execution are: which are the sediment deposits in a region delimited by x in range [9, 13.5]; 
what is the elapsed time spent in the different stages of the iterations; show for each time step and for each of its 
nonlinear/linear iterations, the residual norm and its convergence status (Table 1). Based on these monitoring and 
debugging analyses, the user was confident to reset some solver parameters without interrupting the simulation 
run, which reduced the elapsed time in days. Without the dataflows of DfAnalyzer, they would need to find and 
parse the related files to extract, relate and analyze raw data, possibly after a failed execution, wasting valuable HPC 
resources. Our GitLab repository1 documents DfAnalyzer’s components, shows DfA-lib installation steps and 
provides a Docker image with these two CSE examples2 presented in this section. 

 
1 https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer/-/tree/master/library 
2 https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer/-/tree/master/applications 
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The adoption of a provenance system in CSE depends on how much execution overhead it adds to the application. 
In DfAnalyzer, this execution overhead depends on the data identified in the simulation code that needs to be 
tracked. That is, which input and output data values, for each data transformation, should be extracted and 
registered to be monitored during the execution. Therefore, the added overhead can be defined as the sum of time 
costs for extracting/indexing these data from raw data files and monitoring the provenance of all data defined by 
the user. When using DfAnalyzer with several real CSE applications in large scale, the added overhead has been 
always below 1% [7,20,21]. In small scale use cases [3,9], that run for minutes in desktops, this overhead becomes 
<3%, since data is generated very fast and does not benefit from DfAnalyzer’s asynchronous data extraction.   

Table 1. Query results for numerical analysis with libMesh to detect possible misbehavior of nonlinear and linear solvers. 

time step 
Flow Transport 

Visualization 
Linear residual Nonlinear residual Linear residual Nonlinear residual 

1000 0.0168372 0.0053668 0.000226965 0.0000000 /viz/img_1000.png 
2000 0.0643741 1.75431e-06 0.000109237 0.00186711 /viz/img_2000.png 
3000 0.1270304 0.0027324 0.000230409 3.265e-06 /viz/img_3000.png 

... 

4. Impact	
The Interoperable Design of Extreme-scale Application Software (IDEAS) [22] is a family of projects, involving several 
institutions in the USA, concerned with the complexity of developing software for CSE applications. IDEAS aims at 
“enabling a fundamentally different attitude to creating and supporting CSE applications” with desirable features 
like provenance and reproducibility [5]. libMesh, FEniCS, and ParaView are softwares considered in the IDEAS 
project. DfAnalyzer models CSE applications as activities and dataflows represented as provenance data in the W3C 
standard. This generic standard data model helps the user in identifying data and activities of the CSE dataflow 
regardless of the application domain.  

The DfAnalyzer approach defines a specific software layer for data analysis, in the same way visualization libraries 
provide specific components for visualization. Encapsulating all data analysis support in one specific 
library/component, as DfA-lib, makes the application autonomous and data extraction for analyses can always be 
switched off. The overhead on raw data capture depends on how much data is to be extracted but an in-situ 
approach avoids data movements and using indexes reduces this overhead. DfAnalyzer contributes to improve 
developing software for CSE applications because the developer does not have to write logging code for each data 
analysis. The same data model can be reused, and the databases associated to all the executions can be further 
analyzed using AI tools to improve CSE parameter settings and finding correlations among distributed data. The DfA-
lib can complement data systems in other layers like IO libraries, burst buffers and visualization tools.  

5. Conclusion 

Encapsulating all data analytics support in one specific library/component makes the application autonomous and 
data analyses can always be switched off. There are several advantages of this data analysis approach. First, 
simulation data is preserved in their format and not fully replicated in the DBMS. Second, data is related among 
different files while it is being generated, which might be cumbersome after the simulation ends, as in post-
processing approaches. Third, the history of data generation is registered for further analysis or reproduction 
through provenance, following W3C PROV. Fourth, efficient data management techniques from column-oriented 
relational DBMS can be used at runtime. Consequently, DfAnalyzer provides a provenance database enriched with 
quantities of interest (i.e., domain data) in CSE applications that can be queried at runtime and offline.  
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Required Metadata 	
	
Current code version	
	
Table 1 – Code metadata	
Nr Code metadata description  Information 
C1 Current code version 1.0 
C2 Permanent link to code/repository used of 

this code version 
https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer  

C3 Legal Code License MIT License (MIT) 
C4 Code versioning system used Git 
C5 Software code languages, tools, and 

services used 
Java, Spring Boot, Apache Maven 

C6 Compilation requirements, operating 
environments & dependencies 

Java Development Kit (JDK), MonetDB, FastBit 

C7 If available Link to developer 
documentation/manual 

https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer 

C8 Support email for questions marta@cos.ufrj.br 

Current executable software version	
 
Table 2 – Software metadata	
Nr (Executable) software metadata 

description   
Information 

S1 Current software version 1.0 
S2 Permanent link to executables of this 

version  
https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer/tree/master/appl
ications/dfanalyzer/dfa 

S3 Legal Software License MIT License (MIT) 
S4 Computing platforms/Operating Systems Unix Systems 
S5 Installation requirements & dependencies Java Development Kit (JDK), MonetDB, FastBit 
S6 If available, link to user manual - if 

formally published include a reference to 
the publication in the reference list 

https://gitlab.com/ssvitor/dataflow_analyzer 

S7 Support email for questions marta@cos.ufrj.br 

	
	
	


